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TECNICO SERVES BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO RISERVA VIGNA SOCCORSO BY TIEZZI, SOUGHT
AFTER BY THE WINE ENTHUSIAST WORLDWIDE
Tecnico is an universal
glass designed for all
great reds. It features a
unique inward
asymmetrical
indentation that creates
a an obstacle to the
wine swirling. This
optimises the air mixing
of the wine’s volatile
substances, and greatly
enhances the
appreciation of the
wine’s aroma and
Bouquet.
Designed by R. Cantoni.
Brunello Tecnico is the
official tasting glass of
the ‘Consorzio del vino
del Brunello di
Montalcino’ . A limited
edition of Brunello
Tecnico has been
commissioned by
Robert Parker and was
featured on his web site
www.erobertparker.com
340111 20oz, 24% lead crystal mouth blow and hand finished.
Manufactured in Tuscany, Italy by Arnolfo di Cambio.

TUTTIGIORNI SERVE PIGNOLO & MALVASIA VILLA RUBINI
1853
Magnum
21oz.

1852
Medium
15oz.

1851
Basic
11oz.

TUTTIGIORNI

HIGH TAST WITH NESIUM These elegant mono-block crystal goblets
feature the same universal shape but different sizes (21, 15 and 11 oz) They are suited for
all drinking styles and occasions. They are made using the our special proprietary alloy
Nesium® that makes crystal much stronger and longer lasting. Designed & made in Italy.

FLUTES PERLAGE & ELITE
SERVE PROSECCO VILLA
RUBINI

TUTTIGIORNI

BURGUNDY SERVES CASARSA, THE
SUPER TUSCAN BY VILLA CALCINAIA

WHAT IS NESIUM ?
Nesium® is a
proprietary alloy that
combines exceptional
strength, durability and
flexibility, with an
optimal clarity,
lightness and sonority.
Nesium® more than
doubles the glass
resistance to shocks,
and hence its durability.
Nesium® can withstand
intense use and
repeated dishwasher
cycles.

1862 Perlage &1865 Elite (5oz )features
a pointy bottom that acts on the
sparkling wine bubbles in a way that
makes them the finest possible, allowing
a full undisturbed appreciation of the
wine taste.

Thanks to the
innovations introduced
in our production
process and to the
extraordinary success of
Nesium on the
marketplace, these
unique Nesium Goblets
are available at prices
that are both
competitive and deliver
the best value.

1867 Burgundy (24oz ) is elegantly crafted around
the traditional glass shape of Burgundy goblets for a
full appreciation of all great red wines.

TUTTOVINO SERVE NERO D’AVOLA BY PULEO & ANCILLA BY GHIDINA IN LUGANA

2124
Magnum
21 oz

TUTTOVINO

2125
Medium
15oz

2126
Basic
11oz

is a series made in Italy consisting of 3 universal crystal glasses for all types of wines, reds & whites
alike. Their shock resistant structure and incredible value, makes them ideal for heavy condition of use and any type of
environment, domestic or commercial. Their elegant design combines remarkably well with their practicality and strength.

ELISIR SERVES VIN SANTO & PICCOLIT

SPECIALTY
SERIES

MULTI SERVES AQUA ARMANI

AfterDinner
features the
elegant Elisir,
for ice wine and
distilled
liqueurs and
Port/Grappa for
Port wine,
sweet wines
and grappa

SERIES AFTER DINNER
2100 Elisir 3 OZ- 1879 Port-Grappa 4 OZ

INAO FOR VERNACCIA NERA & PIGATO

SERIES INAO PRO
1824/PS /Nero 7.5oz.

Aqua & Beer
are two
multifunctional
glasses that can
be used for
water, Beer,
Juices etc.
Long Drinks
serves cocktails,
long drinks and
whiskeys.

INAO PRO is
available in 2
versions:
standard and all
black, for blind
tasting wine
competitions.

SERIES AQUA & BEER
1878 Beer-water 16 OZ- 1854 Multi 11oz

SERIES LONG DRINKS
1890 Maxi 16 OZ– 1891 Long Drink 11OZ– 1892
Whiskey 17OZ

ASBURGO & LIBERTY SERVE PROSECCO BORGOLUCE & LAMBRUSCO MOPSO
Asburgo and Liberty
are two long
stemmed sparkling
wine flutes and
feature the ‘perlage
point’ one of the
most impressive
achievements of
contemporary
mouth-blown glass
making. The ‘Pérlage
Point’ is the pointy
bottom of the flute
that forces the
bubbles to their
smallest size and
hence creates the
optimal conditions
for a full
appreciation of all
sparkling wines.

1794 Asburgo (left)
& 1795 Liberty
Height: 29cm &
25cm respectively
7oz, 8% lead crystal
mouth blow and
hand finished.
Manufactured in:
Italy

MAXINE & KING SERVE VODKA ABSOLUTE & COGNAC REMI MARTIN
KING

MAXINE
OPTICAL

1728 Maxine Optical (9oz )is an original Martini glass whose
angular cuts provide a surprising optical effects for all Martini
drinks and social cocktails. 8% lead crystal mouth blow and hand
finished. Manufactured in Italy

1860 King Cognac (28 OZ) is cognac-brandy glass with
an extra wide bowl diameter for optimal aromatic
extraction. 8% lead crystal mouth blow and hand
finished. Manufactured in Italy

CONVERSAZIONE SERVES CHIVAS REGAL
Four double old fashion glasses featuring 4 different
bases to tell them apart while maintaining the same
look at first glance.
Designed by Enzo Mari,.
0M0001 a/b/c/d (DOF) 9.5oz, 24% lead crystal
mouth blow and hand finished.
Manufactured in Tuscany, Italy by Arnolfo di Cambio

CiBi SERVES CARDHU SINGLE MALT WHISKEY
CIBI
Cini Boeri
Featuring a square form cut
diagonally at the angles , CiBi
is a cult item that became
famous after appearing in
the movie Blade Runner with
Harrison Ford (1981).
Designed by Cini Boeri, it
includes 2 bar glasses and
one highball to satisfy all
need for whiskeys and
drinks.
030001 (OF)
7.5oz
030101 (DOF)
12.5oz
030111 (HB)
19.6oz
030071 (vodka)
5 oz
24% lead crystal mouth blow
and hand finished.
Manufactured in Tuscany,
Italy by Arnolfo di Cambio
Also available:
030401 CiBi ice bucket
030501 CiBi whiskey
decanter

ROULETTE ‘SPINS’ WHISKEY – MANTENGOLO SERVES O’HARA BEER
MANTENGOLO

Roulette is a unique collection of designer whiskey tumblers. Hand made in Germany, this crystal glass
is so perfectly crafted that it effortlessly spins on its axis, like a roulette wheel does on the casino’s
playing table. Almost ‘magic’ to watch, it permits a gentle swirling and therefore a gradual extraction of
the deepest nuances of this noble liqueur. 11oz Material: 24% lead crystal mouth blow and hand
finished. Manufactured in: Germany and available in 10 different designs.

340181 Mantengolo (17.2oz ) it is
ideal for tasting beer. It is shaped
in a way that the hand
ergonomically fits into the glass.
Item:, 24% lead crystal mouth
blow and hand finished.
Manufactured in Tuscany, Italy by
Arnolfo di Cambio

SOVEREING SERVES BAROLO LA FENICE & AMARONE TERRE DI LEONE

SOVEREIGN
Decanter
Sovereing is a unique in design and function: inspired by the traditional ‘duck’ shape, it reinvents it in a modern slick way, with a much wider
angled belly for slow wine oxygenation, a silver plated neck and an easy to grab handle. The funnel/filter set permits a slow pouring and a
controlled flow when the wine is transferred from the bottle to the decanter.
1910 Sovereign
40oz, 24% lead crystal mouth blow and hand finished. Manufactured in Italy.

HAND MADE CRYSTAL DECANTERS AERATE BASTIGNANO, GUADAPIANO, PIEGAIA AND
GINESTRETO : THE GREAT REDS FROM TUSCANY

1639
Oval 35oz

2027 Tuscan 40oz.

2004
Visual 43oz

2016 Anfora 50 oz.

1638/HM
Turn 62oz

1912 Royal 38oz.

1903
Tecno 35oz

1636
Amphora 35oz

2028 CETRA 38oz.

ITALIAN DECANTERS AERATE IL TRULLO PRIMITIVO, PIU SU SUSSUMANIELLO, IL BORGO
MONTEPULCIANO & BERBERA SANT’AGATA

1630
Master 57oz

2030
Firenze 64oz

2029
Venezia 68oz

1643

Collector
43oz

1908

New Line 40oz

1635
76oz
1634 w/o funnel

1642
Gala 60oz

2003

Burgundy
50oz

SOMMELIER’S CORNER

PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES SERVE CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA VILLA CALCINAIA

1650 Champagne pliers,
silver plated
Lever step
two

Foil cutter

1215 Arko

Lever
step one
1802 Dynamic
1830dl Silver
1998 Simplex drainer
plated Taste-vin
1217 Windi

1645 Wine saver set
6002 Klessidra is
a radically
reinvented
spittoon.

GIFT CHEST FOR
CORKSCREWS

1216 Doge

ELEGANCE & DISTINCTION PRESENTED TO VERMENTINO DI GALLURA JANKARA
Gift boxes
Clearly Art has
developed a unique
hand made wood chest
that can be
personalized to encase
most of its goblets,
decanters and wine.
These chests are at
the same time light,
ergonomic, and solid,
thanks to their
proprietary design:
each panel easily hooks
up to the next
minimizing the need of
adhesives and
maximizing their
structural integrity.

Engraving
Engraving crystal
glasses is done with a
unique laser process,
with the highest
degree of precision.
The ‘fit-to-scale’
technology operates on
small batches at
competitive prices.
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At the service of nature
with the bio wines Villa
Rubini

